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abstract
The properties of four quark cn-n¯c¯ states are investigated as cn di-quark and n¯c¯
di-antiquark system in U˜(12)-classification scheme of hadrons. We consider the
negative-parity di-quark and di-antiquark in ground states, and the properties
of X(3872) and Y (3940) are consistent, respectively, with those of the JPC =
1++ and 2++ states from these negative-parity di-quark and di-antiquark. Their
narrow-widths are explained from an orthogonality of spinor wave functions. The
properties of ground-state cs-s¯c¯ system are also predicted in this scheme.
1 Introduction
The discovery of X(3872)[1] and Y (3940)[2] by Belle presented new prob-
lems on hadron spectroscopy. Because of their decay-properties, they are
considered to be non-cc¯ states. We consider the four-quark explanation[3]
of X(3872)/Y (3940), where the relevant particles are considered as the cn
di-quark and n¯c¯ di-antiquark system. This explanation is criticized from
the observed decay widths. The cn-n¯c¯ system decays to DD¯(∗) and J/ψρ(or
J/ψω). They are so-called OZI super-allowed processes, and proceed with-
out no qq¯-pair production or annihilation. Their widths are expected to
be so large as a few hundred MeV or more. On the other hand the ob-
served widths of X(3872) and Y (3940) are very small, ΓX < 2.3MeV[1] and
ΓY = 87± 22± 26MeV[2], respectively.
1
A few years ago[4], we have proposed a covariant level-classification scheme
of hadrons based on U˜(12) spin-flavor group. It is a relativistic generaliza-
tion of the SU(6)SF -scheme in non-relativistic quark model(NRQM), and
the squared-mass spectra of hadrons including light constituent quarks are
classified as the representations of U˜(12)[5]. Each spinor index correspond-
ing to light constituent quark in composite hadron WF is expanded by free
Dirac spinors ur,s(vµ) called urciton spinors. At the rest frame u+,s(0) has
the upper two-component which corresponds to the Pauli spinor appearing
in NRQM, while the u−,s(0) has the lower two-component representing the
relativistic effect. The r index of ur,s represents the eigen-value of ρ3, and
the corresponding freedom is called ρ-spin, while the ordinary Pauli-spin
freedom is called σ-spin. In the U˜(12)-scheme, the u−,s is supposed to ap-
pear as new degrees of freedom for light constituents, being independent of
u+,s, and we predict the existence of a number of extra states out of the
SU(6)SF -framework for meson and baryon systems, called chiral states.
The heavy-light Qq¯ mesons in ground states are classified as 12∗, which
includes the chiral JP = 0+/1+ states with positive-parity as well as the
negative-parity 0−/1− states[5]. The properties of Ds(2317)/Ds(2460) are
naturally explained as the chiral states in cs¯ system. Applying the U˜(12)-
scheme, the heavy-light Qq di-quark forms 12 in ground states, which in-
cludes chiral JP = 0−/1− states with negative parity as well as the positive
parity 0+/1+ states.
There is a kind of phenomenological conservation rule applicable to chiral
states, called ρ3-line rule[6, 7]. In transitions of chiral states, the ρ3 along
each spectator-quark line is approximately conserved.
There is an interesting possibility that the observed X(3872) and Y (3940)
are chiral states, which are made from negative-parity cn di-quark and n¯c¯
di-antiquark, and that their narrow-width properties are explained by the
ρ3-line rule. In this talk we investigate this possibility, whether the X(3872)
and Y (3940) are explained as cn-n¯c¯ states.
2 Di-quark and Di-antiquark SpinorWave Func-
tion
The negative-parity cn di-quark(n¯c¯ di-antiquark), called chiral state, is de-
noted as Γχcn(Γ
χ
n¯c¯), which has negative ρ
n
3 (ρ
n¯
3 ), while the ordinary positive-
2
parity di-quark(di-antiquark), called Pauli state, is denoted as ΓPcn(Γ
P
n¯c¯),
which is composed of consitituents both with positive ρ3. Their explicit
forms are given in ref.[8].
The Γcn is related with the WF of cn¯-meson Hcn¯ in heavy quark effective
theory, as Γcn = Hcn¯C
†. The WF of positive(negative)-parity di-quark cor-
responds to the WF of negative(positive)-parity meson. The positive-parity
mesons, which are chiral states, become heavier[5] than the negative-parity
Pauli mesons through spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking(χSB), which is
described by the Yukawa coupling to the scalar σ-meson nonet s = siλi/
√
2
in the framework of SU(3) linear σ model[9]. In Qq di-quark systems, be-
cause of the C† factor, the chiral states are expected to have smaller masses
than the Pauli states. The mass shift δMχ,P in χSB is given by
δMχ,P = gσs0 〈Γχ,Pcn Γχ,Pcn 〉 = gσs0 〈Hχ,Pcn¯ C†C†Hχ,Pcn¯ 〉 = −gσs0 〈Hχ,Pcn¯ Hχ,Pcn¯ 〉, (1)
where Γχ,Pcn ≡ γ4(Γχ,Pcn )†γ4, and the change of sign comes from (C†)2 = −1.
The s0 is vacuum expectation value of s and gσ is the Yukawa coupling
constant. The chiral mass splitting ∆Mχ(≡ δMP−δMχ) = 2gσs0 is predicted
with 242MeV[5].
Concerning cn-n¯c¯ system, we expect three combinations of Γcn-Γn¯c¯: The
ΓPcn-Γ
P
n¯c¯ denoted as Pauli-Pauli states, the Γ
P
cn-Γ
χ
n¯c¯ (or Γ
χ
cn-Γ
P
n¯c¯) denoted as
Pauli-chiral(or chiral-Pauli) states, and the Γχcn-Γ
χ
n¯c¯ denoted as chiral-chiral
states. Among them the chiral-chiral states have the smallest masses, the
chiral-Pauli states are heavier by ∆Mχ, and the Pauli-Pauli states are fur-
ther heavier by ∆Mχ. The Pauli-Pauli(Pauli-chiral) states decay to Pauli-
chiral(chiral-chiral) states through pion emission in S-wave, and the widths
are expected to be so large as a GeV. Accordingly, the Pauli-Pauli states
and Pauli-chiral states are not observed as resonances, but as non-resonant
backgrounds. We focus our interests on chiral-chiral states in the following.
3 OscillatorWF and Ground-State Mass Spec-
tra
We consider spin-spin interaction to predict the mass spectra of ground
states. We use the space WF in joint spring quark model(JSQM)[10], where
the cn di-quark (n¯c¯ di-antiquark) is in color 3∗(3), and they are connected
by spring potential. The space-coordinates of c, n, n¯ and c¯ are denoted,
3
type JPC ∆MSS Mass decay channels
Γ0
−
cn -Γ
0−
n¯c¯ 0
++ -65 3824 (J/ψρ), ηcpi, DD¯
1√
2
(Γ0
−
cn -Γ
1−
n¯c¯ + Γ
1−
cn -Γ
0−
n¯c¯ ) 1
+− -27 3862 J/ψpi, ηcρ
1√
2
(Γ0
−
cn -Γ
1−
n¯c¯ − Γ1−cn -Γ0−n¯c¯ ) 1++ -17 3872 J/ψρ D0D¯0∗
Γ1
−
cn -Γ
1−
n¯c¯ 0
++ -22 3867 (J/ψρ), ηcpi, DD¯
Γ1
−
cn -Γ
1−
n¯c¯ 1
+− 0. 3889 J/ψpi, ηcρ, DD¯∗
Γ1
−
cn -Γ
1−
n¯c¯ 2
++ +43 3932 J/ψρ, DD¯(∗)(D-wave)
Table 1: Masses of ground-state cn-n¯c¯ system (in MeV). Decay channels of
I=1 states are shown. For I=0, ρ(pi) is replaced with ω(η).
respectively, as x1, x2, x3 and x4, and the eigen-modes are numerically given
by[8]
s = (x1 − x2 − x3 + x4)/
√
2, R = 0.785(x1 − x4) + 0.083(x2 − x3),
U = 0.365(x1 − x4)− 0.862(x2 − x3). (2)
We may regard s as relative coordinate in di-(anti)quark, R(U) approxi-
mately as relative coordinate between c and c¯(n and n¯). The internal space
WF is given by
fs(s)fR(R)fU(U) =
(
βsβRβU
pi3
) 3
4
e−
βs
2
s2e−
βR
2
R2e−
βU
2
U2 , (3)
where βs = 0.129GeV
2, βR = 0.254GeV
2 and βU = 0.115GeV
2.
By using the WF (3), we can estimate the spin-spin interaction, HSS ∝
− 1
mimj
δ(3)(xi − xj)σ(i) · σ(j). The proprtional constant is fixed by using
mD∗ − mD=142MeV as input, and the mass-shifts ∆MSS in ground-states
of cn-n¯c¯ system are given in Table 1. The mass of X(3872), which plausibly
JPC=1++[11], is used as input to fix overall mass-shift. The 2++ state is
predicted with mass 3932MeV, which is consistent with the experimental
value of Y (3940),M = 3943±11±13MeV[2]. At the same time, the existence
of the other 4 states with JPC = 0++ and 1+− is predicted in the same mass
region.
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4 Strong Decay Widths
(Overlapping of spinor WF) The decay mechanism of the relevant quark-
rearrangement processes is unknown, however, it may be reasonable to as-
sume that the decay matrix elements are proportional to the overlappings of
the initial and final WFs. The overlapping of spinor WFs, denoted as As,
are given for the decays to cn¯+ nc¯ and cc¯+ nn¯, respectively, by
As(cn¯+ nc¯) = 〈Γχn¯c¯HD¯(vD¯)(−ivD¯ · γ) tΓχcn t[ivD · γHD(vD)]〉
= 〈Γχn¯c¯ B(vD¯)HD¯B¯(vD¯) tΓχcn t[B(vD)HDB¯(vD)]〉
As(cc¯+ nn¯) = 〈Γχn¯c¯Hψ(vψ)Γχcn t[ivρ · γHρ(vρ)(−ivρ · γ)]〉
= 〈Γχn¯c¯ B(vψ)HψB¯(vψ) Γχcn t[B(vρ)HρB¯(vρ)]〉, (4)
where DD¯ and J/ψρ are taken as examples of cn¯ + nc¯ and cc¯ + nn¯. The
H(v) is the spinor WF of the final meson with velocity vµ(≡ Pµ/M), and H
is the one at the rest frame with velocity v0µ = (0, 0, 0; i). They are related
by Lorentz booster B(v), B¯(v) = chθ ± ρ1n · σshθ as H(v) = B(v)HB¯(v),
where the chθ, shθ =
√
E±M
2M
. In Eq. (4), the change of ρ3 on each quark-
line in the decay occurs only through ρ1 term in B(v) and B¯(v), which is
proportional to shθ. It is related with the momentum P of the final meson
as chθshθ = P
2M
, which is much smaller than unity for the relevant decays
because of their small phase space. Thus, the ρ3 quantum number along
every the spectator-quark line is approximately conserved[6].
In the chiral-chiral states, the n in cn di-quark and the n¯ in n¯c¯ di-
antiquark are in negative ρ3 state. Thus, their decay amplitudes to the
Pauli mesons, of which ρ3 of constituents are all positive, are doubly sup-
pressed with the factor ( P
2M
)2. In U˜(12)-scheme, the WF of vector mesons,
J/ψ, ρ, ω, D∗ and D¯∗, are commonly given by H = (1 + iv0 · γ) iǫ·γ2√2 , where
the ρ3 of constituents are all positive, (ρ
q
3, ρ
q¯
3) = (+,+). On the other
hand, the WF of pseudoscalar mesons, pi and η, which are Nambu-Goldstone
bosons, are H = iγ5
2
, which has doubly-negative ρ3 component as (ρ
q
3, ρ
q¯
3) =
1√
2
( (+,+) + (−,−) )(, while the WF of D and ηc is H = (1 + iv0 · γ) γ52√2 ,
which has (ρc3, ρ
c¯
3) = (+,+)). Thus, in the relevant decays of the chiral-chiral
states, the transition amplitudes to J/ψρ(ω), ηcρ(ω) and DD¯
(∗) are strongly
suppressed from ρ3-line rule, while the ones to J/ψpi(η) and ηcpi(η) are not
suppressed. The decay widths of the latter channels are expected to be a few
hundred MeV or a GeV.
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R J/ψω DD¯ DD¯∗ J/ψρ J/ψω
ΓY (R) 60.3 cos
2θY 20.1 6.6 ΓX(R) (1.2 sin
2θX) (0.2 cos
2θX)
Table 2: Decay widths of Y (3940), ΓY , and X(3872), ΓX in MeV. For the
ΓY (DD¯
∗), D¯D∗ is also included. The cosθX,Y (sinθX,Y ) are I=0(1) component
of the flavor WFs of X, Y . See ref.[8] for details.
Thus, when the initial states have no pi(η) decay modes, they have narrow
widths, and are expected to be observed as resonant particles. The possible
decay channels of the ground six states are shown in Table 1. Among them,
only two states with JPC = 1++ and 2++ have no pi(η) decay modes and
are considered to be detected as resonances. This theoretical expectation is
consistent with the present experimetnal situation: Only two states, X(3872)
and Y (3940), are observed as the exotic candidates in the relevant mass
region.
(Decay widths) We can also calculate the overlappings of space WFs,
denoted as F˜x. Their numerical values are F˜x(cn¯ + nc¯) = 0.96GeV
− 3
2 and
F˜x(cc¯ + nn¯) = 1.05GeV
− 3
2 , respectively. We neglect the difference between
them, and use a common value F˜x ≃ 1GeV− 32 .
The width Γ of the decay X(or Y )→ A+B is given by
Γ = a|P|(EAEBMF˜ 2x )|As|2 (5)
with one dimension-less parameter a, where M is the mass of initial 4 quark
state, and EA(EB) is the energy of the final meson A(B). The |P| is the
momentum of final meson. The widths for the relevant decay modes of
X(3872) and Y (3940) are given in Table 2. The parameter a is fixed with
a = 18.8, which is determined by the the total width of Y (3940), ΓY =
87MeV, as input. The partial decay rates of Y (3940) are fairly consistent
with the present experiments. By taking the I=0 component cosθY ≃ 1, the
main decay mode of Y (3940) is considered to be J/ψω. Experimentally the
Y (3940) is observed in J/ψω, not in DD¯ and DD¯∗.
5 Concluding Remarks
The X(3872) and Y (3940) have the properties of the four quark cn-n¯c¯ states
with JPC = 1++ and 2++, respectively, which come from 0−-1− and 1−-
1− combinations of cn chiral di-quark and n¯c¯ chiral di-antiquark in U˜(12)-
6
ΓY (DsD¯s) ΓY (DsD¯
∗
s) ΓY (J/ψφ) Γ
tot
X
Y 2
++
cs−s¯c¯(4082) 23MeV 8MeV 11MeV X
1++
cs−s¯c¯(4152) < 1MeV
Table 3: The masses and widths for the ground cs-s¯c¯ states with JPC = 1++,
X1
++
cs−s¯c¯ , and 2
++, Y 2
++
cs−s¯c¯. The total width of Y
2++
cs−s¯c¯ is estimated by the sum
as Γtot
Y 2
++
cs−s¯c¯
=23+8+11=42MeV.
scheme. Their mass difference is consistently explained by the spin-spin
interaction between constituents in JSQM. Their narrow widths are explained
from a phenomenological selection rule, coming from an orthogonality of
spinor WFs, called ρ3-line rule. Only these two states are expected to be
observed as resonant particles in ground states, and the other states have
very large widths and are not observed as resonances but as non-resonant
backgrounds.
In order to check this interpretation, we present the predictions for the
properties of ground cs-s¯c¯ states in Table 3. Their masses are estimated
simply by adding 2(MD∗s − MD∗0) ≃ 210MeV to the corresponding cn-n¯c¯
states. Their decay widths are estimated by using Eq. (5) with the common
parameter a. The mass of X1
++
cs−s¯c¯ is expected to be quite close to the DsD¯
∗
s
threshold and its decay is strongly suppressed. The J/ψφ is un-open channel.
Thus, the main decay mode is considered to be electromagnetic ones of order
keV. The main decay mode of Y 2
++
css¯c¯ is DsD¯s. In order to check the four quark
nature of this state, it is necessary to observe J/ψφ decay.
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